Episode Discussion

LAND SLIDE: SCOOTER'S ADVENTURE PART 2
While waiting for the rescue, Liz and the gang remember times when they were mean to Scooter. Will they
choose to be nicer when he is found?

Let's Get Started
Episode Theme: Putting other people's needs before our own.
1. Ephesians 4:2 says that we should bear “with one another in love.” To “bear with” someone is to be patient
and loving, even when they might not deserve it. Why is it important to bear with others?
2. Have you ever thought about the relationship between Jesus and the apostle Peter? Peter was a headstrong
man who often acted before he thought. When Jesus said he would have to die, Peter pulled him off to the side
and scolded Jesus! (Mark 8:32). When Jesus was arrested, Peter pulled out his sword and cut off the ears of a
servant (John 18:10). And later that night, Peter said he didn’t even know Jesus—three times! (Luke 22:55-61).
You might think that Jesus would punish Peter or kick him out of the apostles. But after Jesus rose from the
dead, he gave Peter an important job to do (John 21:15). Jesus was always willing to bear with Peter’s sins
and mistakes and be patient with him. Think about what it means to be patient and bear with others as you
listen to today’s episode.

Memory Verse
“Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another in love.”
Ephesians 4:2

After You Listen
In this episode, Liz and his friends wait for Scooter to be rescued. They remember times when they were mean
to Scooter and decide to be nicer to him when he is found.
Grace is giving someone something they don’t deserve. When we trust Jesus Christ, he gives us salvation
even though we deserve punishment. That’s grace. Ephesians 4:32 says that we should forgive others in the
same way Christ forgives us. We should remember that we are sinners who needed to be forgiven and we
should treat others the same way. That’s how we can be patient and bear with others, even when they do us
wrong.
Want to dig deeper into God's patience and love for us? Check out Lamentations 3:22; Romans 5:6-10;
Hebrews 4:16.

Challenge
Use the divided paper you made for the last episode, or make a new one using the directions below.

[Divide a piece of paper into thirds. Label one section "Iron", one "Silver", and one "Golden". Choose one of
these scenarios, or think of one you have seen or experienced.
Someone dropped your books and papers in the middle of a crowded hallway.
Someone is carrying a lot of stuff and needs someone to open a door.
Someone needs a little extra money to buy something.
Someone makes fun of a friend's outfit.
Draw or write three possibilities for how to respond. Iron is unkind. Silver is nice, but not the best. Golden is
how you would want to be treated.]
Last time you focused on the Golden option. This time, look at the Iron. Have you treated someone this way?
Are you able to give them an apology? Confess your sin to God. Look at the other options on your paper to see
how to be better next time. Keep that paper for one more episode!

Take the Episode Quiz
Question 1: What happened when the kids were searching the cave for Scooter?
Answer: An earthquake.

Question 2: Which direction does a stalactite grow in a cave?
Answer: Down from the ceiling.

Question 3: What did Scooter donate to the sacrificial giving booth?
Answer: His shoes.

Question 4: What did Scooter’s dad find in the woods?
Answer: Scooter’s favorite red-hooded sweatshirt.
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